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Abstract

In the grinding process, grinding fluid is delivered for the purposes of chip flushing,
cooling, lubrication and chemical protection of work surface. Lubrication and cooling are the
most important roles provided by a grinding fluid. Hence, the conventional method of flood
delivering coolant fluid by a nozzle achieves high process performance. However, the flow
velocity field can be generated ahead of the grinding zone due to the wedge effect between
wheel peripheral surface and workpiece surface. According to Navier-Stokes equation and
equation of continuity for fluid flow, the mathematical model of the velocity field in the
wheel/workpiece wedge-shaped zone was established and simulated. Findings presented that
the flow velocity increased as the velocity of the grinding wheel increased. At the direction of
wheel width, the distribution patterns of the flow velocity were the same, expect the rising at
the verge of the wheel. In addition, the experiment research on the velocity field in the
wheel/workpiece wedge-shaped zone was also conducted. Findings demonstrated that the
established model was consistent with the experimental results and the theoretical model
effectively protected the distribution of the velocity field in the prediction contact zone.
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1. Introduction
Grinding processes are techniques employed widely as a finishing. However in grinding
process, high grinding zone temperature may lead to thermal damage to the work surface,
induces micro-cracks and tensile residual stresses at the ground surfaces, which deteriorate
surface quality and integrality of the ground surface. This damage can be reduced by the
application of a flood delivery grinding fluid that removes the heat created by the workpiece
interaction and lubricates the two surfaces in order to decrease the amount of friction. Hence,
numbers of investigations have been mainly focused on the fluid delivery methods that make
large volumetric flow-rate into the grinding zone in order to overcome boundary layer of air
[1-6]. However, due to the wedge effect between wheel and work surface, the flow velocity
field is generated considerably in the flood delivery grinding process. Moreover, conventional
methods of flood delivering coolant fluid via a shoe nozzle tangential to the wheel are not
believed to fully penetrate this boundary layer of air. Consequently, the majority of grinding
fluid is deflected away from the grinding zone [7-10]. Therefore, the flood delivery of a
grinding fluid not only that increase hydrodynamic lift force, result in reduce the depth of
cutting [11-12], and increase grinding wheel spindle distortion, but also that increase high
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disposal costs in production, create several techno-environmental problems, biological
problems, and soil contamination.
The velocity field of grinding fluid across the wedge-shaped zone has been investigated
both theoretically and experimentally. Ganesan et al. measured the flow velocity field by
experimentally. Results indicated that the fluid velocity field rises progressively with wheel
speed. Cutting depth and feed rate had comparatively little influence [13].Ganesan measured
normal hydrodynamic force for various gap thicknesses between the wheel and the
workpiece. Hydrodynamic forces were analyzed at the wedge-shaped zone by applying
classical hydrodynamic theory with laminar flow [14]. Klocke et al. calculated the
hydrodynamic pressure in the converging gap between the wheel and the workpiece using the
Reynolds equation. The gap size between grinding wheel and workpiece was measured using
a mechanical-inductive transducer with a diamond probe [15-17]. Brinksmeier and Minke
investigated the influence of fluid in high-speed surface grinding with electroplated CBN
wheels. High normal force was measured, caused by the fluid contact pressure. The normal
force increased with wheel speed and delivered flow rate [18-20]. Frank et al. pointed out that
hydrodynamic lift force is remarkably high in the overall grinding resistance, and suggested
that a grooved wheel was effective to release the pressure generation [21-22]. Furutani et al.
suggested a new in-process method to monitor not only the topographical grinding wheel
conditions such as loading or dulling but also the real displacement of wheel spindle caused
by the overall grinding resistance [23-24]. Moreover, some research groups tried new
polishing techniques by adopting NC control of polishing wheel, which provides not only the
fluid velocity field but also high speed particle motion generated by both fluid speed and
centrifugal force in the near contact zone [25-28].
Though a number of investigations mentioned above have shown that the fluid velocity
field and hydrodynamic pressure in grinding zone are of great importance in respect to many
aspects of grinding process [29]. A comprehensive model that could predict grinding fluid
hydrodynamic pressure and the velocity field has not yet emerged. The goal of this project is
investigate the fluid velocity field modeling in conventional flood delivery grinding by
theoretically and experimentally so as to find the quantitative relationship between the fluid
velocity field and grinding conditions.

2. Modeling of the Velocity Field
To study on the flow field in the contact zone, the following simplifications and
assumptions were conducted:
The wheel surface was smooth (considered based on the average smooth surface of
the abrasive particles); the impact of temperature and pressure on the fluid viscosity
were neglected and the fluid pressure along the film thickness remained unchanged; the
fluid was incompressible Newtonian fluid. The flow of the fluid in the clearance was
laminar flow, and the inertial effect in the flow was not considered.
Based on the above assumptions, the Navier-Stokes equation can be simplified as:
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Where u f and  f stand for the fluid velocity along x and y ; p is the dynamic
pressure of the fluid in the wedge-shaped area;  is the dynamic viscosity.
Eq.(1) achieves two integrals of z, and the boundary conditions were taken as: when
z  0 , u f  0 ; when z  h , u f  vs , we can obtain:
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Where vs is the peripheral velocity of the grinding wheel, h stands for the clearance
between the wheel and the workpiece:
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Where h0 is minimum interval between the wheel and the workpiece, and R is the radius of
the grinding wheel.
In the same way, Eq.(2) achieves two integrals of z, and the boundary conditions were
taken as: when z  0 ,  f  0 ; when z  h ,  f  0 , we can obtain:
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p in Eq.(4) and (6) is the dynamic pressure formed in the wedge-shaped area, that is:
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Dynamic pressure boundary condition can be shown in Fig.1. The boundary conditions
were defined as:
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At the outlet, Reynolds boundary conditions were used:
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Where b stands for the wheel width; a is the length of the inlet in the definite contact
zone; c is the length of the outlet of the definite contact zone.
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Figure 1. Dynamic pressure boundary condition

3. Model simulation
3.1 Changes of the flow velocity along the X direction
The grinding wheel has the diameter of 200 mm and the width of 30mm, the dynamic
viscosity of the grinding fluid is 0.05Pa s, and the minimum interval between grinding wheel
and workpiece is h0 = 50 μm. With the above conditions remaining fixed, only the peripheral
velocity of the grinding wheel was changed. The variation trend of the fluid velocity in the
contact area in direction x was calculated, and in calculation, the peripheral velocities (vs) of
the grinding wheel were 50 m/s, 80 m/s, 120 m/s and 160 m/s.

Figure 2. Fluid velocity distribution in direction x under different grinding
wheel velocities
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From Figure 2 and Figure 3, it can be seen that the velocity peak in direction x increased
with the peripheral velocity of the grinding wheel. Around the minimum interval, the fluid
velocity was the largest, and side discharge occurred along the width direction of the grinding
wheel. The smaller the interval between the grinding wheel and workpiece ( h0 ) was, the
greater the fluid velocity became, and the greater the velocity gradient of the fluid in direction
x became. The negative velocity at the inlet was due to the existence of reflux, and the fluid
velocity at the outlet almost remained fixed.
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Figure 3. Variation curve of fluid velocity in direction x vs. peripheral velocity
of grinding wheel
The grinding wheel has the diameter of 200mm, the width of 30mm and the peripheral
velocity of 60m/s. The dynamic viscosity of grinding fluid is 0.05Pa s. With the above
parameters being fixed, only the minimum interval between grinding wheel and workpiece
was changed. The variation trend of the fluid velocity in the contact area in direction x was
calculated, and the minimum interval h0 was set at 30μm, 50μm, 80μm and 100μm in the
calculation.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the variation trend of fluid velocity vs. minimum interval
between grinding wheel and workpiece, from which it can be seen that the peak value of fluid
velocity was basically free from the influence of minimum interval. Near the inlet, the
minimum interval became smaller, and the variation gradient of velocity became larger; at the
outlet, the fluid velocity basically remained unchanged.
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Figure 4. Fluid velocity distribution in direction x at different minimum intervals

Figure 5. Variation curve of fluid velocity in direction x vs. minimum interval
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3.2 The flow velocity changes along Y direction
The grinding wheel has the diameter of 200mm and the width of 30mm, the dynamic
viscosity of grinding fluid is 0.05Pa s, and the minimum interval between the grinding wheel
and a workpiece is h0 = 50μm. With the above conditions remained fixed, only the peripheral
velocity of the grinding wheel was changed. The variation trend of the fluid velocity in
contact area in direction y was calculated, and the peripheral velocity of the grinding wheel
was set at 50m/s, 80m/s, 120m/s and 160m/s in calculation.

Figure 6. Fluid velocity distribution in direction y at different rotation velocities
of grinding wheel
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the fluid velocity distribution in direction y at different
peripheral velocities of grinding wheel. The fluid velocity increased with increased peripheral
velocity of grinding wheel. The fluid velocity at the edge of the grinding wheel along the
width direction changed abruptly, because the dynamic pressure of the fluid produced side
leakage at the wheel edge, which increased the fluid velocity. Except for the abrupt increase
at the wheel edge, the fluid velocity in the width direction of the grinding wheel followed the
same distribution law. Therefore, staggered network-like micro-insections are formed at the
machining surface in the abrasive-flow jet precision finishing with grinding wheel as
restraint, and the roughness and the waviness of the machining surface are reduced and made
even.
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Figure 7. The velocity distribution of grinding fluid in direction y at different
wheel velocity
Figure 8 shows the velocity distribution of grinding fluid in direction y at different
minimum intervals, from which it can be seen that except for the fluid velocity at the width
edge of the grinding wheel increased with the decrease of minimum interval, the velocity
variation of grinding fluid in direction y basically kept fixed, indicating that the minimum
interval between the grinding wheel and workpiece has slight impact on the velocity variation
of grinding fluid in direction y.
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Figure 8. Variation curve of fluid velocity in direction y vs. minimum interval
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3.3 Variation of fluid velocity in direction z
According to fluid lubrication theory, the velocity in the thickness direction of fluid,
namely direction z, is zero and will not change with the peripheral velocity and the diameter
of grinding wheel, nor with the minimum interval between grinding wheel and workpiece.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion
The experiments were conducted on the M7120 horizontal surface grinding machine, and
the hot-wire anemometer was used to identify the velocity distribution patterns along the
radial direction and width of the grinding wheel.
4.1 Flow field velocity distribution Patterns along the radial direction
Figure 9 shows the radial distribution of air flow field velocity along the radical direction
of the grinding wheel (WA46J8V). It can be seen from Figure 9 that as the velocity increased,
the velocity of the grinding wheel was also elevated. In addition, the closer to the surface, the
greater the velocity will be.
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Figure 9. Radical Distribution of Airflow Field Velocity
With all the experimental conditions maintaining unchanged, we only replaced the wheel
with the alumina wheel of the same shape. The experiment results were shown in Fig. 10. At
the radical direction of the alumina wheel, the velocity dropped quickly. Yet, to a certain
distance from the wheel, the velocity variation slowed down. It can be seen from the
comparison between Figure 9 and Figure 10 that the velocity in the airflow field of the
grinding wheel was much higher than that in the airflow field of the alumina wheel.
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Figure 10. Radial Distribution of Airflow Field Velocity of Alumina Wheel
4.2 The Flow Field Velocity Distribution Patterns along the Wheel Width
The experiment was carried out at the peripheral velocity of 32m/s. The grinding wheel,
coating wheel and solid aluminum wheel of the same shape were used for contrast tests, and
the results are shown in Figure 11. It can be seen from the figure that ①two peak values at
both sides of the grinding wheel along the width direction can be observed; ②as the porosity
and the surface roughness increased, the velocity has been significantly increased.
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Figure 11. velocity distribution patterns of flow field along the width of the
rotating wheel (peripheral velocity is 32m/s, 0.5mm from the wheel surface)
4.3 The impacts of air register on the radial velocity of flow field
It can be seen from Figure 12 that the air register can significantly reduce the velocity of
the flow field so that the surface velocity dropped quickly, and then the velocity change
became slowed down, tending to show almost no change. In addition, the smaller the included
angle between the measuring points and the air register, the more obvious the change.
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Figure 12. Impact of Air Register on Surface Airflow Field

5. Conclusion
On the basis of the analysis results, the following conclusions are drawn:
(1)According to Navier-Stokes equation and equation of continuity for fluid flow, the
mathematical model of the wheel/workpiece wedge-shaped zone the velocity field was
established.
(2)Simulation results of the velocity field in the wedge-shaped zone demonstrated that the
flow velocity increased as the wheel velocity increased. The maximum peak velocity
occurred in the minimum clearance area, and the gradient changes of the velocity in this area
were significant; at the direction of wheel width, the distribution patterns of the flow velocity
were the same, expect the rising at the verge of the wheel. At the inlet area, reflux occurred.
(3) The experiment research of the flow velocity field in the wedge-shaped area showed
that the established model was consistent with the experimental results.
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